
Abstract. Background/Aim: The therapeutic potential of
bromodomain and extra-terminal motif (BET) inhibitors in
hematological cancers has been well established in preclinical
and early-stage clinical trials, although as of yet, no BET-
targeting agent has achieved approval. To add insight into
potential response to mivebresib (ABBV-075), a broad-
spectrum BET inhibitor, co-clinical modeling of individual
patient biopsies was conducted in the context of a Phase I trial
in acute myeloid leukemia (AML). Materials and Methods: Co-
clinical modeling involves taking the patient’s biopsy and
implanting it in mice with limited passage so that it closely

retains the original characteristics of the malignancy and
allows comparisons of response between animal model and
clinical data. Procedures were developed, initially with neonate
NOD/Shi-scid-IL2rγnull (NOG) mice and then optimized with
juvenile NOG-EXL as host mice, eventually resulting in a
robust rate of engraftment (16 out of 26, 62%). Results: Results
from the co-clinical AML patient-derived xenograft (PDX)
modeling (6 with >60% inhibition of bone marrow blasts) were
consistent with the equivalent clinical data from patients
receiving mivebresib in monotherapy, and in combination with
venetoclax. The modeling system also demonstrated the activity
of a novel BD2-selective BET inhibitor (ABBV-744) in the
preclinical AML setting. Both agents were also highly effective
in inhibiting blast counts in the spleen (10/10 and 5/6 models,
respectively). Conclusion: These findings confirm the validity
of the model system in the co-clinical setting, establish highly
relevant in vivo models for the discovery of cancer therapy, and
indicate the therapeutic value of BET inhibitors for AML and,
potentially, myelofibrosis treatment.

Mivebresib is a broad-spectrum, highly potent bromodomain
and extra-terminal motif (BET) inhibitor with a promising
preclinical profile in solid and hematological cancers (1-6).
Preclinically, mivebresib induces strong apoptosis in cell
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lines originating from hematological malignancies, including
acute myeloid leukemia (AML), by epigenetically regulating
the intrinsic apoptotic pathway through, in part, down-
regulation of MCL1 (1). The impact of mivebresib on
apoptosis and the resulting synergy with the BCL-2
inhibition in preclinical models of AML provided the
rationale for clinical evaluation of mivebresib as
monotherapy and in combination with venetoclax (1).

As a class of targeted cancer therapy, BET inhibitors have
exhibited activity in hematological cancer trials, but no BET-
targeting agent has yet achieved approval (7). The clinical
effectiveness of mivebresib is currently under investigation (8,
9). In this regard, as part of a clinical trial to define the safety
and biological activity of mivebresib in AML, we optimized
procedures for AML patient-derived xenograft (PDX)
modeling in the co-clinical setting for use with biopsies
collected from the Phase I trial. In the studies described
herein, the in vivo anti-cancer activity of mivebresib was
observed in a subset of AML PDX models that correlated with
the biological activity observed clinically as monotherapy or
in combination with the BCL-2-targeting agent venetoclax. In
addition, a recently described BD2-selective BET inhibitor
(ABBV-744), although not part of the Phase I study, was
evaluated and found to be active in a subset of the co-clinical
PDX models (10, 11). The results presented support a
therapeutic potential for pan- and BD2-selective BET
inhibitors in AML and their combination with venetoclax. 

Materials and Methods
Patient samples. Bone marrow aspirates were obtained from the
University of Pittsburgh Biospecimen Core (PBC) for PDX model
development. Patients consented to sample donation with the
acknowledgement that they would receive no direct benefit, clinical
or otherwise. For the PDX pharmacology studies, patient samples
were obtained from subjects entering AbbVie’s M14-546 Phase I

study for patients receiving either mivebresib as monotherapy or in
combination with venetoclax (9). Patients aged ≥18 years with AML
for whom no standard-of-care therapy exists or who were refractory
after standard-of-care therapy were eligible. Inclusion and exclusion
criteria and subject demographics (age and weight) are presented
elsewhere (9). In one case, one of the samples evaluated was
obtained from a patient (#129) that crossed over from mono- to
combination therapy. Patients consented to provide tissue and
clinical information with acknowledgement that resulting data may
be used for pre-clinical tumor model development and that the
results generated from PDX studies would not inform on-going
treatment decisions. 

PDX modeling was optimized using AML peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMCs) collected from low volume (14 ml)
patient samples (CTG-2241 and 2357, Champions Oncology,
Hackensack, NJ, USA). For development of PDX models from the
Phase I study, patient bone marrow aspirates obtained at screening
were Ficoll gradient purified using Accuspin System Histopaque
kits (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) following the suppliers’
instructions and viably cryopreserved for use with pharmacology
studies. In one case, a patient’s bone marrow aspirate from the
combination cohort that successfully engrafted was used for two
efficacy studies (#43 com –1 and –2). 

Drug formulation. Mivebresib, venetoclax, and ABBV-744 were
synthesized at AbbVie. The dose of mivebresib was limited to ≤0.5
mg/kg to approximate exposure achievable with a non-toxic clinical
dose. Doses of ABBV-744 were limited to ≤10 mg/kg (~¼ murine
maximum tolerated dose) to approximate the efficacious dose in cell-
derived xenograft models with efficacy roughly comparable to the
pre-clinical efficacy achieved with mivebresib (1, 10). Mivebresib,
venetoclax, and ABBV-744 were formulated and administered orally
in 2% DMSO, 30% PEG-400, and 68% Phosal-50PG, respectively.

Animal studies. Neonate. To optimize co-clinical modeling, neonate
NOD/Shi-scid-IL2rγnull (CIEA NOG mouse®, NOG, Taconic
Bioscience, NY, USA) mice were produced by mating NOG mice.
The progeny was then evaluated as PDX hosts after intrahepatic
(i.h.) inoculation of AML isolates (12). U.C. Davis Animal Care and
Use Committee approved all neonate experimental procedures. 
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Table I. Extent of engraftment in neonate NOD/Shi-scid-IL2rγnull (NOG), NOG®, and NOG-EXL® mice following inoculation of peripheral blood
mononuclear cells from acute myeloid leukemia (AML) patients that were independent of AbbVie’s co-clinical trial (CTG-2357, University of
Pittsburgh clinical trials). 

Model                                   # Cells           N         Timepoint           Bone marrow                         Spleen                         Peripheral           Take rate % 
                                          inoculated                       (weeks)                 counts/μl                            counts/μl                           blood                     (bone 
                                                                                                                     (%)                                     (%)                            counts/μl                marrow)
                                                                                                                                                                                                       (%)                        (%)

Neonate NOG                     0.2×106           13               20                  52,243 (37%)                    11,250 (7.2%)                3,735 (9.4%)                  92
Juvenile NOG                     0.5×106            7                12                  36,020 (14%)                      145 (0.2%)                    169 (0.5%)                   42
Juvenile NOG                      1×106             7                12                  85,276 (23%)                     2,316 (1.5%)                   707 (2.1%)                  100
Juvenile NOG                      2×106             7                12                 106,242 (45%)                    2,104 (2.1%)                 1,553 (2.3%)                 100
Juvenile NOG-EXL            0.5×106            8                12             127,527** (52%**)          5,642*** (7.3%***)       977*** (2.6%***)            100
Juvenile NOG-EXL             1×106             8                12           271,958*** (78%***)       29,842*** (18%***)      5,374*** (13%**)            100
Juvenile NOG-EXL             2×106             8                12           235,586*** (84%***)       25,226*** (20%***)       4,369* (9.3%***)             100

p vs. juvenile NOG: *<0.05, **<0.01, ***<0.005. NOG: CIEA NOG mouse®; NOG-EXL: NOG-EXL mouse®.



Young adult. Juvenile NOG mice and juvenile human transgenic IL-
3/GMCSF NOD/Shi-scid-IL2rγnull mice (juvenile NOG-EXL®,
Taconics Bioscience) were evaluated for engraftment efficiency
following intravenous inoculation of AML isolates. Bone marrow

aspirates, splenocytes, and PBMCs from host mice were evaluated
by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) at 12 weeks post
AML inoculation for engraftment. Humerus bones from inoculated
animals from selected models were also evaluated by human CD33
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Figure 1. Patient-derived xenograft (PDX) and acute myeloid leukemia (AML) co-clinical model development. A) Patient and PDX characteristics
of CTG-2241, an AML sample that previously failed to engraft in juvenile NOD/Shi-scid-IL2rγnull (NOG) mice. B) Humerus bone stained for
huCD33+ and H&E. C) Immunohistochemical confirmation for co-clinical sample engraftment. D) Time to engraftment for pharmacology studies
using bone marrow samples. Each symbol represents a different study. Values are expressed as mean±SE (N=10). E) Extent of engraftment during
the expansion phase for pharmacology studies. Values are expressed as mean±SE (N=10).



immunohistochemistry using clone PWS44 (Cell Marque, Rocklin,
CA, USA) on an automated staining platform. 

For co-clinical efficacy studies, purified and cryopreserved AML
patient isolates were used to inoculate sub-lethally irradiated female
NOG-EXL mice. Following inoculation (300,000-500,000 cells/mouse),
engraftment was monitored in the blood and bone marrow for up to 32
weeks. After engraftment was confirmed in surrogate mice, the
remaining cohorts were screened and randomized based on blast counts
in blood into groups (n=11) and placed on trial. Investigators were
blinded to the identity of the treatment. After two weeks of treatment,
the presence of human blast cells in peripheral blood was assessed by
flow cytometry. Treatment was continued for a total of 4 weeks.
One week after cessation of treatment (day 35), terminal samples
were collected to determine blast counts in peripheral blood, bone
marrow, and spleen. In one study, the effect on “survival” (time to
development of morbidity) was assessed and compared using Log-
Rank statistical analysis (JMP 14, SAS, NC, USA). These studies
were performed under protocols approved by AbbVie’s and
Champions’ Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and the
adherence to the NIH Guidelines for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals.

FACS analysis and mutational profiling. The number of human
blasts in whole blood, bone marrow aspirates, and spleen samples
was determined by flow cytometry using the criteria:

huCD45+/muCD45–/huCD33+/huCD3– normalized with BD
TruCount™ beads (13). For data analysis (p<0.05) comparison of
means was performed using Dunnett’s Method (% blast vs. vehicle
control group) and paired Student’s t-test (inhibition of blast count).

Mutation profiling on bone marrow aspirates was conducted
using the TruSight Myeloid Sequencing Panel (Illumina), which
covers 54 genes commonly mutated in myeloid malignancies. FLT3-
ITD status was determined using capillary electrophoresis. One
patient sample set (#13) was not available for mutation profiling.

Results

Model development and characterization. The neonatal PDX
platform exhibited engraftment characteristics (Neonate
NOG, Table I). Even at lower PBMC inoculums (2×105), the
neonates had a high extent of engraftment and efficient take
rate in bone marrow. However, although the neonatal
platform had efficient engraftment, the complexities of
sample injections and timing of pregnancies led us to
optimize and adopt a juvenile system that replaced NOG
mice with humanized mice (NOG-EXL). Previous studies
had demonstrated the potential for superior engraftment: a
patient inoculum (CTG-2241, Champions Oncology,
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Table II. Engraftment results of patient-derived xenograft (PDX)  models.

PtnD                  Days since           N                          PB*                                      BM*                                   Spleen*                           Eng               Eff
                            implant

13                            131                   4           26,261±14,941 (86%)               986±717 (60%)                   1,162±803 (66%)                     Y                   1
16                            129                   2                    0.0 (1.7%)                                   Nd                                         Nd                                 N                    
4                              129                   5                 0.6±0.3 (0.0%)                      140±139 (4%)                     717±699 (13%)                       N                    
14                              98                 10                    5±2 (0.7%)                    15,226±8,062 (63%)             3,107±1,990 (34%)                    Y                   2
8                                82                   4                  68±44 (42%)                    979 (72%) pooled               1,823 (14%) pooled                   Y                    
2                              122                   4            11,429±9,066 (66%)             6,492±1,796 (97%)              2,706±1,465 (90%)                    Y                   3
30 (+VEN)                72                 10                  65±19 (18%)                    10,964±816 (87%)               7,669±1,783 (78%)                    Y                   4
20 (+VEN)                49                   6                0.1±07 (0.01%)                    5 (0.0%) pooled                   0 (0.0%) pooled                      N                    
43 (+VEN)              166                 12                    4±1 (2.1%)                         465±95 (20%)                     516±167 (5.5%)                      Y                5, 6
26 (+VEN)                88                   9                 147±45 (21%)                     837±173 (63%)                   1,622±430 (61%)                     Y                   7
35 (+VEN)              199                   9               0.02±0.01 (0.1%)                 0.1 (0.0%) pooled               0.05 (0.1%) pooled                    N                    
37 (+VEN)              194                   9                   13±2 (6.9%)                    1,288±1,159 (39%)                  126±43 (14%)                        Y                   8
25 (+VEN)              228                   7               0.02±0.01 (0.0%)                 0.0 (0.0%) pooled                0.0 (0.0%) pooled                     N                    
45                            125                   2                0.0±0.00 (0.0%)                              Nd                                         Nd                                 N                    
17                            137                   5               0.27±0.17 (0.0%)                             Nd                                         Nd                                 N                    
6                              123                 10                0.0±0.00 (0.0%)                  0.0 (0.0%) pooled               0.03 (0.1%) pooled                    N                    
15                            137                   9                 201±31 (46%)                  5,013 (94%) pooled               854 (47%) pooled                     Y                    
12                            100                 18           62,661±26,858 (97%)                          Nd                                         Nd                                 Y                    
1                              123                 10                  99±28 (8.2%)                      171±126 (29%)                     236±74 (95%)                        Y                   9
10                            109                 10                962±164 (74%)                16,013 (99%) pooled           46,047 (74%) pooled                  Y                    
19                              88                   5               0.02±0.01 (0.0%)                  105 (2%) pooled                   1 (8.4%) pooled                      N                    
9                              123                 10               0.0±0.00 (0.02%)                 0.0 (0.0%) pooled               0.00 (0.0%) pooled                    N                    
29 (+VEN)                44                   4                  74±31 (30%)                     1,454±553 (46%)                  370±218 (9.9%)                      Y                  10
33 (+VEN)                95                   8                 193±45 (61%)                  6,407 (95%) pooled             5,371 (81%) pooled                   Y                    
34 (+VEN)              117                   7                  87±39 (32%)                   5,072 (73%) pooled            12,149 (88%) pooled                  Y                    
22 (+VEN)                55                   4                  90±41 (34%)                   4,658±1,106 (99%)              3,085±1,345 (78%)                    Y                  11

*Mean blast count±SE (%blasts). **blood counts >50 cells/μl or bone marrow counts >100 cells/μl. Eng: engraftment; Eff: efficacy study; Nd: not
determined; VEN: venetoclax.



University of Pittsburgh clinical patient sample) that showed
no engraftment in juvenile NOG mice exhibited a 92% take
rate with 93% bone marrow (BM) tumor burden in NOG-
EXL mice (Figure 1A and B). This work was confirmed by
comparing engraftment obtained with another patient PBMC
source (CTG-2357, University of Pittsburgh clinical patient
sample) using juvenile NOG and juvenile NOG-EXL as host

mice. Comparing the juvenile settings, efficiency in the
number of juvenile mice engrafted (100% vs. 42%) and the
extent of BM engraftment (52% vs. 14%) following a 5×105
PBMC inoculation was improved with the NOG-EXL mice
(Table I). Based on these results, IL-3/GM-CSF NOG-EXL
mice were used as hosts for subsequent co-clinical PDX
modeling.

Albert et al: Co-clinical Modeling of BET Inhibitors
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Table III. Efficacy summary of monotherapy bromodomain and extra-terminal motif (BET) inhibitors and in combination with venetoclax.

PDX model Clinical response

Response
(% inhibition vs. vehicle)

Ptn ID Treatment PB BM Spleen Initial Best % Response
cohort (mg/kg) d14/d35 d35 d35 mivebresib Change (>50% reduction 

dose (mg) BM Blast in blast)

Mivebresib 0.5 QD 50/43 89*1 98* 1.5 –70 Biological 
#14 Mivebresib 2 3/wk 25/-43 69 97* activity
Monotherapy ABBV-744 10 QD 9/6 98*1 99*

ABBV-744 25 3/wk 51/33 94* 98*
Mivebresib 0.25 QD 24/36 79* 86* 2.5/400 42 No biological 

#29 ABBV-744 2.5 QD 34*/32 85* 76* activity
Monotherapy ABBV-744 5 QD 53*/57 93* 95*

ABBV-744 10 QD 50*/46 46 99*
Mivebresib 0.5 QD 3/84 191 59 2 Not evaluable

#2 Mivebresib 1.3 3/wk 16/28 51 44
Monotherapy ABBV-744 9.4 QD –7/88 01 88

Mivebresib 0.25 QD –43/13 –55 97* 2.5 Not evaluable
#1 Mivebresib 0.5 QD –85/50* –1,020 86*
Monotherapy ABBV-744 2.5 QD –5/60* –342 79*

ABBV-744 5 QD 24/74* –17 79*
ABBV-744 10 QD –39/87* 81 97*
Mivebresib 0.5 QD 57*/82 67* (0% ↑survival) 96* 1.5 –72 Biological 

#13 Mivebresib 1.3 3/wk 79*/-82 –1 (49% ↑survival) 71 activity
Monotherapy ABBV-744 9.4 QD 91*/80 –42 (104% ↑survival) 33

Mivebresib 0.5 QD –9/24 43* 89* 0.5 27 No biological 
#30 Venetoclax 50 42*/69* 31* 94* activity
Combination Mivebresib QD/ven 7/43 53* 84*

Mivebresib 0.5 QD 3/94* 83* 99* 1 –58 Biological 
#43-1 Venetoclax 50 9/29 44* 95* activity
Combination Mivebresib QD/ven 40/97* 94* 100*

Mivebresib 0.5 QD 44*/39 2 97* 1 –85 Biological 
#37 Venetoclax 50 86*/79* 86 98* activity
Combination Mivebresib QD/ven 92*/65* 96 93*

Mivebresib 0.5 QD 25/54 461 92*1 1 Not evaluable
#26 Venetoclax 50 52*/26 01 90*1
Combination Mivebresib QD/ven 63*/term2 Term2 Term2

Mivebresib 0.5 QD 46* Term2 Term2 2.5/100 Not evaluable
#22 Venetoclax 50 74* Term2 Term2
Combination Mivebresib QD/ven 89* Term2 Term2

Mivebresib 0.5 QD –29/74* 54 95* 1 –58 Biological 
#43-2 ABBV-744 5 QD 14/74* 63 92* activity
Combination Venetoclax 50 33/20 45 77*

ABBV-744 QD/ven 29/95* 723 99*

110% Weight loss, dosing holidays. 2>15% weight loss, dosing holidays, mortality. 3N=2 due to disease-related mortality. *Indicates mean blasts
differs significantly from vehicle (p<0.05). ven: Venetoclax.
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Figure 2. Continued
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Figure 2. Continued



Using the NOG-EXL mice, 16 of 26 patient inoculates
from the mivebresib Phase I trial resulted in engraftment
(defined as blood counts >50 cells/μl or bone marrow
counts >100 cells/μl) (Table II). Pharmacological studies
proceeded with 10 of the engrafted models (the remaining
models required a scalable expansion phase for efficacy
studies and were deprioritized and slated for expansion at a
later date). In selected models, bone marrow engraftment
was confirmed by immunohistochemistry (Figure 1C). The
extent and timing of engraftment varied considerably, as
illustrated by the plot of baseline bone marrow counts in
Figure 1D. Furthermore, the distribution of the cells (PB,
BM, spleen) also varied markedly, suggesting that in some
cases the number of PB cells can underestimate the overall
disease burden (Figure 1E), despite their reported fidelity in
mimicking disease in terms of their mutational profile (14).
In 7 of 16 successful engraftments, the bone marrow and
spleen were the predominate sites of engraftment (Table II),
which is typical of AML PDX modeling (15).

Efficacy studies. A subset of isolates that exhibited successful
engraftment, which were representative of patients receiving
mono- and combination therapy, were selected for
pharmacology studies. For the purposes of assessing a
quantitative response to therapy, we focused on inhibition of
blast count, which is summarized in Table III. The profiles
of treatment effects on blast count in the three tissue
compartments from individual studies are provided in Figure
2. Although in some cases statistical significance compared
to vehicle treated control was not achieved, trends were
evident. As monotherapy, mivebresib was effective (TGI
>50%) in reducing tumor burden in the bone marrow
compartment 1 week after the last dose in 5/10 models
(Figure 3A). ABBV-744 also exhibited activity in 4/6 models

(Figure 3A). Interestingly, mivebresib and ABBV-744 were
generally more effective in inhibiting blast counts in the
spleen (10/10 and 5/6 models, respectively), indicating that
in the mouse this organ is highly susceptible to disease
inhibition. Response in the blood compartment tended to be
less pronounced and more variable compared to the bone
marrow and spleen. For models that both agents were
evaluated, the responses to both agents were generally
similar across the three compartments. The notable exception
was #13, which was broadly sensitive to mivebresib but
relatively insensitive to ABBV-744 (Figure 3A).

The treatment groups from the pharmacology study with
one model (#13) were subdivided to allow assessment of
disease progression (Figure 3B). A survival benefit was
demonstrated with the higher dose of mivebresib and with
ABBV-744. The survival benefit tracked with blast
inhibition (79% and 91%) was measured in the blood
compartment during the dosing cycle (d14, Table III),
suggesting that transient inhibition can have a beneficial
effect on survival in these models. However, with another
model (#22 com), all groups succumbed to disease prior to
completion of the study, indicating that survival benefit is
model-dependent.

PDX modeling of BET inhibitors and venetoclax
combination was conducted with inoculates from patients
receiving combination therapy (Table III, “combination”).
There was a trend for better efficacy in the bone marrow and
spleen compartments from the combination groups of 3/5
models receiving the mivebresib/venetoclax combination
(+VEN, Figure 3A). Strong single agent activity may have
obscured the potential benefit of combination therapy in the
spleen. Limited data also support a potential benefit from co-
administration of venetoclax with the BD2-selective BET
inhibitor ABBV-744 (Figure 3A).

in vivo 36: 1615-1627 (2022)
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Figure 2. Patient-derived xenograft (PDX) results (blasts/μl) in blood, bone marrow, and spleen compartments: pharmacology models derived from
subjects that received mivebresib (ABBV-075) and venetoclax (VEN) combination therapy. ABBV-744 is another BET inhibitor that was evaluated
in vivo in comparison with mivebresib. Values are expressed as mean±SE (N=4-10). *Indicates mean differs significantly (p<0.05) from vehicle.
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For comparison of the co-clinical model efficacy to clinical
findings in the ABBV-075 trial, patient response was defined
as biologically active if there was 50% reduction in blasts
clinically. A waterfall plot comparing best clinical activity with
co-clinical decrease in peripheral blood blast count revealed
that a PDX response of >25% reduction in blasts was
associated with the clinical biological activity of evaluable
patients (Spearman rank correlation coefficient=0.98, p<0.05)
(Figure 4A). An association with co-clinical response in the
bone marrow with clinical response was also evident, although
not as statistically robust (p=ns). In contrast, there was no
apparent correlation between inhibition in the spleen (>50%
decrease for each model) and clinical activity.

Results of mutational analysis of inoculated samples are
summarized in Figure 4B (shown are genes that harbor

mutations). Genomic profiling identified a pattern of
mutations in genes associated with spliceosome components,
chromatin modulators, and MAPK signaling similar to the
pattern of mutations detected with the initial clinical isolates
(8). While sample numbers are small, making it difficult to
confirm correlations, we did observe biological activity in
RAS and PTPN11 mutant models, which are considered more
difficult to treat.

Discussion

The primary goals of the studies reported here were: first, to
establish and provide validation of a co-clinical AML PDX
model system; and second, to define the in vivo activity of
BET inhibitors in these clinically relevant models. For model

Figure 3. Efficacy of bromodomain and extra-terminal motif (BET) inhibitors in co-clinical models. A) Inhibition of blast counts in blood, bone
marrow and spleen from pharmacology models derived from subjects that received monotherapy or venetoclax combination therapy. Illustrated
results include mivebresib and ABBV-744 monotherapy groups and groups in combination with venetoclax (indicated by the “+VEN” suffix).
*Indicates that the mean of blasts differs significantly from vehicle (p<0.05). B) Effect of therapeutic agents on time to endpoint in a co-clinical
patient-derived xenograft model derived from a patient receiving monotherapy (model #13, days 0-28). Treatment, median survival, and statistical
analysis vs. vehicle are given in the legend (*p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.005).



development, we expanded procedures described in the
literature with the goal to enhance take rate, while
maintaining feasibility (15-17). We initially experimented
with neonatal models as a potential platform for our co-
clinical studies, but the intensive labor associated with this
system shifted the use to juvenile mice. Additional co-
clinical modeling demonstrated that i.v. inoculation of AML
clinical samples in juvenile NOG–EXL mice was
advantageous over NOG mice, presumably a consequence of
human IL-3 and GMCSF expression. These results are in
concert with previous studies reported by Wunderlich et al.
demonstrating that “humanized” mice can be permissive
hosts for AML engraftment (15).

The juvenile NOG–EXL approach led to the generation
of informative models of clinical response and a rate of

engraftment (62%) in the co-clinical setting that compares
with the previously 49% reported for the generation of
AML engraftment PDX xenograft studies (16). Importantly,
inhibition of disease tracked with clinical biological
activity, thereby providing clinical validation of these PDX
models. This was exemplified by the studies with patients
#13 and #14 that revealed strong PDX monotherapy
activity coupled with biological activity observed in the
clinical trial. 

It is interesting to note that, whereas the site of engraftment
of these NOG–EXL PDX models generally included the three
compartments evaluated, the spleen of BET inhibitor-treated
mice typically exhibited higher rates of blast count inhibition.
This result suggests that the spleen is a more sensitive
compartment than the blood and bone marrow compartments
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Figure 4. Comparison of patient-derived xenograft model results to patient response. A) Clinical, biological activity, defined as ≥50% decrease in
blast count. B) Mutational profile.
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for BET inhibitor treatment. Whether this difference is due to
differences in tissue physiology, variations in the engrafting
tumor cell, or differences in drug distribution remains to be
determined. Interestingly, co-clinical activity in the blood
compartment provided the best correlation with clinical
activity, although the bone marrow compartment would seem
to be more relevant to AML. It is worth noting that strong
antiproliferative activity in the spleen, a target organ in
myeloproliferative diseases, suggests a potential utility for
BET inhibitors in myelofibrosis that is currently being
explored in the clinical setting (18, 19). In any event, the co-
clinical activity generated in these studies that associated with
clinical biological activity provides a comparison of AML co-
clinical PDX activity to clinical biological activity and can
serve as a template for future hematological disease co-
clinical studies. 

Establishment of the co-clinical AML PDX models
provided the opportunity to define the activity of two BET
inhibitors. Both mivebresib and ABBV-744, as single agents,
proved to be broadly active. The effectiveness of mivebresib,
which corresponded with the biological activity observed in
the clinic, correlated with the well-established activity of
other broad-spectrum BET inhibitors in preclinical AML
models (7). PDX activity with the experimental BET
inhibitor ABBV-744 provides evidence of the potential utility
of domain-selective BET inhibitors for the treatment of
AML. ABBV-744’s novel BD2-selectivity may provide a
favorable toxicity profile and is currently undergoing a phase
I trial in AML (20). 

Both agents were also effective in the PDX models when
given in combination with venetoclax. The PDX response
(high single agent activity) made it difficult to demonstrate
either additive or synergistic activity. Nonetheless, evaluating
combination activity deserves further exploration.

Taken together, these results demonstrate the potential
scientific value of biologically viable samples obtained
during on-going clinical studies from enrolled patients, to
whom the scientific community owes a profound debt of
gratitude. The co-clinical results generally are in line with
cell line-derived xenograft studies (1) and provide
confidence that these models will be useful in defining
effective dosing regimens and alternative mono- and
combination therapies. However, it should be recognized that
the co-clinical approach to PDX model development may
have only limited utility as a tool to prognostically predict
therapeutic response of individual patients, given the
typically long development time of most PDX models.
Therefore, the primary value of these validated models is
that they can be used as tools to discover and characterize
novel therapeutic agents. For the current example, the PDX
modeling results, taken together with the Phase I study,
suggest that combining BET inhibition with BLC2 inhibition
(venetoclax) deserves further consideration. Furthermore,

activity in these models, coupled with genomic signatures of
sensitivity, confirm biological response to the investigational
BET inhibitors mivebresib and the novel BD2-selective
inhibitor ABBV-744.
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